
A Magical Night at Strapoli occurred on March 28th. Since our beginnings, we've had a couple of 
customers who have truly left their mark on the history of Strapoli. Not only for their love of our pizza 
but also for the support, admiration, and love they showed towards our family and the Strapoli staff. 
For months, they witnessed our evolution, from making pizzas for our friends, to being present at 
some farmers markets, and eventually to reaching our first location. These customers are Connor and 
Sam... a couple who not only recommended us to their friends and family but also created such a s
trong bond with us that when they arrived at Strapoli, they greeted us as if they were lifelong friends. 
They even trusted us to surprise them with pizzas of our choice because they believed that no matter
the ingredients, they would always be slices of happiness!
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With them, we shared laughter, ideas, and even tears. During Christmas, they made an incredible 
gesture towards us, showing their appreciation for what we do. Connor and Sam announced that they
were planning a farewell party at Strapoli as they were moving to another city, and it was a pleasure for 
us to say yes. So, after months, we finally managed to organize what they had been wanting - a night 
where they could gather with all their friends. This night happened to coincide with my father's birthday, 
so thatnight became... a magical night at Strapoli.

For a few hours, we shared once again, joy, pizzas, laughter, the sadness of a farewell, the happiness of 
new beginnings, and the joy of my father's birthday. I'm sure that scene at Strapoli was worthy of a 
movie, but the best part is that it wasn't something we watched through a screen. We had the opportunity 
to live it, and to be part of that incredible movie scene where we wished my father a happy birthday, 
and in turn, all the best to Connor and Sam! Our friends who are now part of the Strapoli family!

Cheers to new beginnings, cheers to my father, cheers to Strapoli! Long live pizza... and as always... 
Strapoli, bringing people together through pizza.
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